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Randy Lee

New Legislature

The 2010 general election placed the 
Republicans with 99 seats in the Texas 
House of Representative.  That means, of 
course that there are only 51 Democratcourse, that there are only 51 Democrat 
members. (Subject to change by 1 
depending on the special election to 
replace recently deceased Edmund 
Kuempel (R of New Braunfels).

New Legislature

Speakers race:
122 pledges for Speaker Joe Strauss from San 
Antonio 

Will be his second terms

H ll d D h i hi h h t RHas allowed some D chairs which has upset some Rs 
who have mounted a vocal but so far minor 
challenge.
Rep. Smithee is likely to remain chair of Insurance
Randy, who will be chair of Business and Commerce?
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Texas Senate

Rs hold a 19-12 margin in the Senate
Takes 20 votes to move a bill so, at least 1 
D must agree to take up a bill but only 
takes 16 to pass.p
Lt Gov Dewhurst will again preside over 
the Senate.
Sen. John Carona is new chair of 
Business and Industry where most title 
insurance bills will be heard.

Probable Legislation

Lis pendens:  a recent case seems to hold 
that indexing of a lis pendens is not 
required for it to constitute constructive 
notice It renders meaningless thenotice. It renders meaningless the 
requirement for indexing under Prop. Code 
12.007(c).   This proposed legislation 
would correct that defect.

MLA Amendment

It is very difficult to amend mechanic’s lien laws because of
the multiplicity of competing interest: owners, builders,
lenders, title companies, suppliers and subcontractors.
This proposed legislation would alleviate some of the post
foreclosure issues faced by all interested parties. It
requires more specificity as to the type of work or labor (torequires more specificity as to the type of work or labor (to
help decide what is a removable); requires the lien claimant
to specify the work done and provides a non-exhaustive list
of what is and what isn’t removable based on existing case
law; and finally clarifies the law that a lien for a removable
applies only to the item and not the law. Since removables
became an issue in the mid-1970s, it is time for the
legislature to clean up and codify the case law.
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Deed In Lieu

A creditor has a right to void a deed if he 
decides that he was misled.  This leads to 
uncertainty in the law.  This bill retains the 
ability to foreclose in case of any issuesability to foreclose in case of any issues. 

Correction of Documents

The Texas Supreme Court recently dealt 
with what kinds of changes could be done 
in corrective documents and which had to 
be part of a “new” instrument Thisbe part of a new  instrument.  This 
legislation will clarify the law 

Flat recording fees

No legislation has been drafted on this issue
yet but I have attached some information
from Wisconsin on the issue. This would
require some serious financial analysis andrequire some serious financial analysis and
buy in from the clerks.

However, we always face a bulk charge bill
by minority of clerks.
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Creditors Rights Legislation

This bill allow the Texas commissioner of
insurance to aid the underwriters in putting an
end to creditors rights coverage in other states.
Although creditors rights coverage has beeng g g
provided for 2 decades, it has become
apparent that the risk far outweighs the
premium. Hasn’t been available in Texas so it
makes sense that the Commissioner here be
the one to ban it nationally.

Rate Case Rules of Procedure

This bill would move the procedural rule making on 
rate hearings to the commissioner rather than 
rules of civil procedure or rules of evidence.  The 
idea would be to streamline the process and cut 
expenses to all parties.  It also would provide the 
commissioner with the chance to set rules for 
when a case has to be referred to SOAH.  Finally, 
it requires the commissioner to hold a hearing 
within 120 days after the effective date of the law 
to implement the rules. 

Reaction to Commissioner’s Order in 2010 rate 
case

Motion for rehearing on the grounds that 
the commissioner exceeded his authority

Especially on the 2% credit for mineral 
exceptionexception 
Have to give back 2% if we lose at District 
Court
And have a TRO against enforcement
Order is in effect unless stayed by 
Commissioner or overturned by Courts
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Reaction to Commissioner’s Order in 2010 
Rate Case

Things floating in the Lobby-sphere 
Return to a 3 person board

Prior to the Ann Richards failed answer to a phony 
crisis

Rate Bureau
File and Use
Deregulation
Bands

PTF Model Act

In 2007, we discovered that a company in 
Georgetown Texas was marketing a clause that 
would impose a 1% transfer fee payable to the 
person imposing the fee for a period of 99 years.

“You planted the tree owners in the future should payYou planted the tree, owners in the future should pay 
you for sitting in its shade”

Restraint on alienation and just contrary to our 
long established theory of land ownership.
So we had the Texas legislature ban PTFs.

Except for HOAs, Charities and governmental 
subdivisions

PTF Model Act

2009:  We hear that Austin company has 
now expanded nation wide and is selling 
program to small builders 

TARP $$TARP $$
Securitization
Foreign governments
??? Next
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PTF Model Act

ALTA gets involved and we now have 18 
states that have banned PTFs 
Realtors and Builders have joined coalition 
to ban outrightg
Congress and Federal Agencies are 
studying the same thing
Texas will consider adopting the model act 
which clears up some possible 
misunderstandings in existing Texas law

POA resale certificates

Some times hard to get from some HOAs 
especially when not a sale
Law calls them resale certificates so HOAs 
won’t give on refi or HELwon t give on refi or HEL.
Who has to pay will also be addressed

Federal Land Titling System

The American Land Title Association opposes a bill introduced by 
Rep. Marcy Kaptur (D-Ohio) that could lead to the creation of a 
federal land titling system and ban Freddie Mac, Fannie Mae and 
Ginnie Mae from accepting loans registered with the Mortgage 
Electronic Registrations System (MERS).

Rep. Marcy Kaptur (D-Ohio) introduced HR 6460 last week. The bill 
is titled "Transparency and Security in Mortgage Registration Act ofis titled Transparency and Security in Mortgage Registration Act of 
2010."

“ALTA is opposed to any legislation that would federalize the 
recordation of land records. The recording of documents associated 
with the local transfer of property should not be governed from 
Washington, D.C.,” said Kurt Pfotenhauer, CEO of ALTA. “Though 
there is no chance that the bill will move in lame duck session, we 
expect it will be re-introduced in the 112th Congress and could be 
the focus of serious conversation.”
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Avoiding Probate

(d)  If a person is the heir of a person properly vested in title by a deed 
or other written and recorded instrument, and the value of the property 
does not exceed $100,000, the person may prove up title by filing an 
affidavit using the form described in Section 52A of this code.  The 
decedent shall have died longer than 90 days prior to the date of the 
recording of the affidavit of heirship.  The affidavit shall have as an 
attachment a certified copy of the recorded instrument vesting title in the 
decedent under whom the affiant claims title If no copy of the recordeddecedent under whom the affiant claims title. If no copy of the recorded 
instrument is available due to the destruction of the public records for 
the county in which the property is located, such affidavit must be 
corroborated by sworn statements of at least 2 disinterested parties 
familiar with the decedent or the use of the property  for a period of at 
least 10 years prior to the recording of the affidavit.
Unless a controverting affidavit is recorded within 45 days after the 
recording of such affidavit, the affidavit shall be conclusive evidence of 
the ownership of the persons named in the affidavit and any third party 
dealing with such owners for any purposes shall be entitled to rely on 
the ownership of the property by the parties named in the affidavit.

House Interim Charge

Rates 
Are they set fairly
How do they compare to other states

Actually quite favorable despite the conventionalActually quite favorable despite the conventional 
knowledge to the contrary 

Are expenses and income reviewed properly
Oil and gas 

Do customers get what they expect and pay 
for

Notification of New Agent

(c) a title insurance agent or direct operation 
shall within 15 days after receiving a license 
from the Department provide written notice of 
such license to all title insurance agents and 
direct operations in the county for which they are 
licensed and all adjoining counties. Such notice 
shall also be provided to all title insurance 
companies licensed in Texas.  The department 
may prescribe the form of the disclosure 
required by this subsection.
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Surveys

A surveyor (there are probably some behind 
him) have asked for the law to be changed to 
require a survey on every transaction

Who would than benefit?  Surveyors of course
We have fought this divisive battle before
No greater losses using old surveys that new ones
Surveys are not subject to copyright laws

We will be watching for this one

Hidden Liens

One of the reasons we review nearly every 
piece of the 6000+ bills filed every session 
is to see that there are no hidden liens

A lien that is automatic and doesn’t have to beA lien that is automatic and doesn t have to be 
recorded to take effect

Work Force Commission Lien is example that we 
couldn’t stop the public policy issue

No stand on whether a lien is fair or proper, 
only that it must be recorded to take effect

Hidden Reverters

Houston wanted to be able to sell tax 
foreclosed properties but to force the 
properties to be rehabbed within 6 months 
or title reverts back to the cityor title reverts back to the city.
Would have killed the program since no 
title company could insure without 
exception and no lender would lend with it.
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There Are Always the Scary Ones

Interest on escrow accounts for a variety 
of “worthy” causes

Not our money
Low interest rates are bankrupting theLow interest rates are bankrupting the 
Lawyers fund
Need other funding sources

We have some ideas but can’t go public with them 
yet

There Are Always the Scary Ones

Mandatory mineral coverage
P-5 
P-5.1
2% credit2% credit

Terrible idea and will work on it

And the Funny Ones

Favorites over the years:
Hog and dog fighting
Helicopter hunting
Elk are farm animalsElk are farm animals
Regulation of perfusionists
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The Legislature is a Dangerous Place

There are 150 members of the House and 
31 Senators.  Any of them are susceptible 
to being asked to file a bill by a constituent 
that could have a devastating effect on thethat could have a devastating effect on the 
title insurance or real estate industries. 

Unintended consequences are a huge 
problem when citizens don’t understand how 
something works

The Legislature is a Dangerous Place

Citizens may want to 
Cut prices of something without regard to 
what goes into the product
Allow fees to be imposed on something weAllow fees to be imposed on something we 
need
Keep title companies out of the courthouse 
records (but see AG opinion allowing free 
downloads of clerk’s entire database!)

The Legislature is a Dangerous Place

If you are friends with a legislator
We need to know it
We need to know how
We need to know how close

You need to pay close attention when we ask 
you for help

A personal relationship could be the deciding factor in 
passing a good bill or killing a bad bill
We won’t ask for help unless we really need it.
We will ask for help when we REALLY need it.
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THANK YOU!
For Escrow Officer Credit please email 
password and attendees names to 
ken.wrider@stewart.com for your certificate 
(Please do this as soon as possible).
Attorneys email bar card number to Ken 
Wrider for CLE creditWrider for CLE credit.
Next Texas TIPS Online , January 20, “2011 
and the topic will be announced later.
Questions/Comments?  Email 
fred.schraub@stewart.com
Visit www.stewarttexas.com for previous 
presentation materials


